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“Should… shouldn’t it?” “The two of us just revealed a little bit of whereabouts. Shouldn’t
we be guilty of death?” “No need, just abandon the house and run away?” Abe
Zhongnan was undoubtedly scared by Nakai Hiroichi’s words. Jumped.

He summoned Jing Hiroichi to come over today, mainly to remind him.

Tell him that the person who avenged Mark might have arrived.

Let him pay attention later, nothing more.

However, Abe Zhongnan didn’t think about it, it was just a guess, Nakai Hiroichi’s
reaction was so big that he directly let him run away.

“Isn’t the sin dying?” “Fuzzy!” “I ask you, Sato ordered that Brian Chu be killed, maybe it
is more than guilty. The 8,000 soldiers of the First Division, they only acted under orders,
even if they are guilty, they can be guilty. Death?” “But what’s the result?” “Then tens of
thousands of lives, isn’t it a place to die without burial?” “They dare to kill even 8,000
soldiers, do you think they will let you and me go?” “Don’t Forget, if we hadn’t revealed
Brian Chu’s whereabouts, Brian Chu would not have died in the Pacific that day!” “Since
the other party is here to avenge Brian Chu, then if there is anything involved, it will
inevitably be involved. Suffer annihilation.”

“If you don’t leave at this time, there will be catastrophe in the future!” “Even your entire
family will die for it.”

Nakai Hiroshi said anxiously, his words burning, and he kept talking.

And Abe Zhongnan, listening to these words, his back grew colder, cold sweat on his
forehead.

At the end of hearing, Abe Zhongnan trembled all over, the soles of his feet softened,
and his whole body was spread directly on the sofa.

In the eyebrows, there was panic and horror.

Abe Zhongnan never imagined that a few words of his own would bring heinous
disasters to the entire family.



They didn’t even expect that after Brian Chu’s death, his revenge would be so terrible.

However, even now, Abe Zhongnan still asked with luck: “Hong…Hongyi brother,
this…this matter, very few people know about it, the other party should…

It should not be possible to find us.

“After all, in the hotel that day, they were the only four of them, Chu Zhengliang and Sato.
Even though the fact is that Mark, who was exposed to Sato, was there, there was no
one besides them who knew about it. Abe Zhongnan felt that even if the other party
really came to avenge Mark this time, they should not be able to find them. However,
Nakai Hiroichi shook his head: “The two of us don’t say it, it doesn’t mean, then Sato
didn’t say it.

“Maybe, Sato had already reported you and me before he died.”

I told the other party that it was the two of us who exposed the whereabouts of Brian
Chu.

“In short, Zhongnan, even for precautions, this place cannot stay here for long.

“Listen to me, leave Dongjing immediately and hide in the countryside to avoid disaster.”

“After three or five years, the wind has gone, and it will not be too late to return to
Dongjing.”

“Nakai Hiroichi has always been cautious, even though everything they have now is just
speculation. However, they dare not take the risk. After all, if the prediction comes true,
then the two of them are really in danger of death. Perhaps, Hiroichi Nakai has it. The
power of a master. However, even if he is confident, he will definitely not dare to
compete with the man who can kill the Armies. Therefore, the safest way is to take the
best policy. In the end, Abe Zhongnan also gritted his teeth and made up his mind: “Well,
tomorrow, we will leave.

“

Therefore, the safest way is to take the best policy.

In the end, Abe Zhongnan gritted his teeth and made up his mind: “Okay, tomorrow, we
will leave.”

Therefore, the safest way is to take the best policy.

In the end, Abe Zhongnan gritted his teeth and made up his mind: “Okay, tomorrow, we
will leave.”

Chapter 2310



“Don’t go tomorrow, tonight!” Nakai Hiroshi said in a deep voice, and his deep and
anxious tone made Abe Zhongnan’s heart even more panic.

“Ok…well, just…

Just tonight, I will prepare.

“Abe Zhongnan was obviously also very scared. For so many years, since he became
the head of the Abe family, he has never suffered life threats in Japan since he became
the head of the Abe family. Now, suddenly facing life and death, Abe Zhongnan naturally
It’s hard to keep calm. In panic, Abe Zhongnan asked people to pack up all night, and
then prepared to drive and flee overnight. At this time, the moon was like water and the
night was sinking. Outside the magnificent mansion, there were plenty of luxury cars
parked. Some relatives, friends, and family members of Abe Zhongnan also got on the
car one after another.

“Okay, let’s go!”

Abe Zhongnan gave an order, and the mighty motorcade immediately ignited, preparing
to leave this winter capital city. However, just as they were preparing to set off, suddenly
there were two figures in front of them, one after the other, facing the night. , Walking
towards here, slowly. The person in the front, dressed in black, covered his face in the
dark. The person in the back was dressed in military uniforms, with powerful eyes. The
two were just like that, slowly Walking slowly on the street outside the Abe Manor,
blocking their way. “Who?

“Isn’t something that doesn’t have eyes long?”

“Do you dare to block the Zhongnan Patriarch’s car?”

Looking at the two people walking in the middle of the road, the driver shouted angrily.
However, the two people were not moved, but still walked forward. Until the end, a sneer,
but quietly sounded: “Zhongnan Patriarch , It’s so late, where is this going?

“I’m waiting to come from afar, don’t invite us, go sit at home and have a cup of tea?”

The cold voice was just like the roar of a devil. When Abe Zhongnan and Nakai Hiroshi
heard the words, they were shocked and pale in panic. “Go!”

“Hurry up!”

“I drove over and crushed him to death~” “Quickly~” Abe Zhongnan was panicked at the
time, and he didn’t care about anything, and directly ordered the driver to press over the
two of them. But, who would have thought that this vehicle just When it started,
everyone saw that in the dark night, a light blade was lit up. The air blade was like a
knife, and it was straight, splitting the luxury car in front of it.



The vehicle rubbed the ground and slid for several tens of meters. As for the one and
two of Abe Zhongnan and Nakai Hiroshi, they were naturally thrown out of the vehicle.

“Patriarch, are you okay?” The subordinates quickly stepped forward to support and
condolences, but this question undoubtedly revealed the identity of Abe Zhongnan.

Sure enough, the eyes of the two people in front had fallen over.

“You are, Abe Zhongnan, right?” The cold voice was full of majesty and chill.

It was like, not a person stood in front of him, but Shura stained with endless blood.

The killing force exuding from him was Nakai Hiroichi, who shuddered.

“You…you, to…who are they?” “Want to…what do you want?” Nakai Hiroichi and Abe
Zhongnan, both looking at the dark shadows in front of them, asked sternly.

Faced with their doubts, the only response to them was cold killing intent.

“I am the Dragon God. I am hereby the order of the Dragon Lord Brian Chu to claim my
life!” “At the beginning, you and the other two offended the Dragon Lord, and the Dragon
Lord is kind and forgive you.”

The grace of the Lord reveals the whereabouts of the Dragon Lord’s return to the
country.”

“The sin is unforgivable, so we should punish it!”
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